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ARCHITECTURAL DAYLIGHTING
Understanding Glare
What is Glare?
In the world of daylighting design it is important to understand the terms ‘glare’ and
‘brightness’ in order to use the proper vocabulary when designing spaces to achieve
occupant visual comfort. A common definition for glare is “a very harsh, bright, dazzling light” and for brightness it is “the quality of being filled with light.”

Daylight harvesting in architecture is a complicated task as the most prominent characteristic of daylight is its variability. There are many methods of
estimating how daylight will benefit spaces but too often the potential for
glare is not properly addressed during design. This is especially prevalent in
office space environments. A far too common scene is an office space with
paper or foil taped to the glazing to keep glare sources from disturbing
occupants. This article outlines what glare is, how it can be measured, when
it is critical to analyze the potential for glare, and solutions to both keep
occupants comfortable and at the same time optimize daylight harvesting
throughout the year.
By David Mead
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that is illuminated. Most designers are aware of
illuminance but luminance is rarely discussed.
it is important that individuals understand the
distinction, as luminance is the best representation of what the human eye actually perceives.
though the world of science has a solid understanding of the physics of light, the human
response is not as clear. the actual physiological
response to discomfort glare is not well understood as studies have shown that relative luminance contrast is not the only variable effecting
the perception of discomfort glare. For example, people are able to handle greater levels of
relative luminance contrast in their field of view
with daylight than they can with artificial light.
Researchers

know

that

the

follow-

ing factors do impact discomfort glare:
luminance of the field of view
relative visual scale of the light source
relative location of the light source.
All of these factors must be combined and
compared relative to one another to get a sense
of the probability of discomfort glare in a space.
indirect physiological impacts of glare can
include red and itchy eyes, headaches, gastrointestinal issues and fatigue. it is challeng-
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ing to measure the actual impacts of lighting
conditions on individuals as all of these physi
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ological impacts can have multiple causes.
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Optimizing Occupant Comfort
and Daylight Harvesting

than daylighting. Examples of glare measurements appropriate for artificial lighting include
the visual comfort probability [vcp] and the

of these principles, designers can take a step
towards daylighting the spaces we inhabit to
glAziNg BEloW 0.75M ADDs AlMost No UsABlE DAYlight to A spAcE WhilE glAziNg ABovE 2M is thE
Most EFFEctivE. iMAgE coURtEsY oF Bp+W.
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potential for discomfort glare during the design

passive device for this purpose is a light shelf.
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in germany, known as Daylight glare prob-
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it is a common misconception that light shelves

there are many options to choose from. interior

ability [Dgp], is meant to better estimate the

assessing a design space-by-space and exam-
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operable shades come in many forms. there are
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ining how direct sunlight will affect working

actually tend to reduce the overall light level

a number of very innovative internal and external

Dgp has tested the responses to discomfort

surfaces throughout the year. A good metric to

in a space throughout the year [especially in

shades that can help control visual comfort and

follow is the ’30-minute rule.’ this establishes a

overcast sky conditions]. What light shelves do

optimize daylight. this could be an entire article

baseline for good solar and glare control by en-

very well is separate daylight glazing from vi-

on its own but it is critical to understand how
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operable shades are controlled and how their

surface for more than 30 minutes on any day of

upper portions of the sky are masked from oc-

ownership is distributed to building occupants.

the year. this recognizes the fact that direct sun-

cupants. this is very important as the sky has

Fully automated shading systems are be-

light in a building is not necessarily a bad thing

much higher luminance values on average in

coming more common in many buildings. this

until it becomes a long term visual disturbance.

the upper portions of the sky dome. A light

is important in office environments as occu-

if direct sunlight is hitting a working surface

shelf shields occupants from potential glare in

pants often are better at putting shades down

then the glazing that is the source of the direct

this zone while also creating the potential to

than lifting them back up. the best option is to

sunlight will require some level of solar control.

control vision glazing separately from daylight

have automated shades with manual overrides.

the ultimate goal for a project is to con-

glazing. this allows occupants to lower oper-

this will allow for shades to be automated to

trol daylight such that no direct sunlight

able shades in the vision glazing zone at times

optimize the number of hours that daylight har-

reaches working surfaces throughout the

when direct sunlight is reaching working surfac-

vesting is possible while also giving occupants

year. this will likely require some level of ac-

es. it also creates the opportunity for daylight

the power to control their own visual comfort.

tive solar control devices to properly man-

glazing to allow indirect sunlight into the space

With proper daylight sensors, artificial lighting

age direct sunlight. these targets reduce the

without direct sunlight hitting working surfaces.

layouts and zoned controls, buildings can save

glare metrics. tests show a better correlation between user assessments and the predictions provided by glare formulas. in addition to validating
discomfort glare predictions, researchers at the
Fraunhofer isE have also developed software to
calculate Dgp with Radiance, a free computer
program developed by the lawrence Berkeley
National laboratory. this is very promising as
practitioners need better tools to estimate the
potential for glare during the design process.

Critical spaces to control glare

ExAMplE oF DAYlight glAziNg thAt is sEpARAtED FRoM visioN glAziNg With A light shElF.
iMAgE coURtEsY oF Bp+W

tion in space in plan or section. our eyes experience the entire field of view so it is critical
that any lines of sight to glazing on any surface
be considered, as discomfort glare can come
from anywhere in the field of view. this is best
measured using fish eye camera views generated with computer simulations. Radiance software most accurately predicts these results,
and can be used to help identify glazing with
the potential for creating discomfort glare.
once potential glare sources have been
identified they will need to be controlled. solar

With an understanding of what glare is and

control devices that help manage glare need

how to measure it, the next steps are to isolate

to be designed with ownership and control

areas of high concern. Disability glare is highly

in mind. ownership in this context refers to

uncommon inside buildings so the majority

the ability to control shading devices. this is

of analysis and design needs to focus on the

very important to understand in office environ

potential for discomfort glare. this is appli-

ments as individuals may not have ownership

cable to designers, building owners and build-

over the controls of shading devices that can

ing operators as the design of a building and

eliminate sources of discomfort glare. For ex-

the manner in which it is operated have direct
impacts on the potential for discomfort glare.
in order to properly design building enve-

ample, it is possible that a window that is providing wonderful daylight for part of an office
is creating visual discomfort for another part.

lopes to harvest daylight and control discom-

When discomfort glare is possible the fol-

fort glare it is critical that designers consider

lowing questions need to be raised. Who has

an occupant’s relationship to glazing. this

ownership over controlling solar control devic-

relationship goes beyond an occupant’s loca-

es? if someone lowers shading devices who is
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future for energy savings and visual comfort
will be much brighter. With an understanding

are far more appropriate for artificial lighting

glare of more subjects than any of the previous

performance glazing are included; electrochro-

All of these questions need to be asked durare visually comfortable to occupy year round.

available for measuring glare. Many of them

the costs of operable shading systems and high
mic glazing can be an economic alternative.

ing is occupied to ensure occupant comfort?

How to measure glare

there are manufacturers who offer electro-

DAviD MEAD iEsNA, lEED® Ap BD+c is

sual discomfort in an occupant’s field of view.

sUstAiNABlE BUilDiNg ADvisoR With BUsBY
pERkiNs+Will iN vANcoUvER.

enormous amounts of energy, create a healthier

likelihood of discomfort glare on working
surfaces but there is still the potential for vi-

help create healthy, vibrant environments. 

Operable Shading Devices

environment for occupants with natural light
and meet their relative visual comfort needs.

one of the best design strategies to op-

the majority of buildings require some form

in addition to operable shading devices there

timize daylight and control the potential for

of operable shading devices to assist in vi-

is a new technology known as electrochromic

glare on any project is to separate daylight

sual comfort throughout the year. Discomfort

glazing that can innovatively control glare, op-

glazing from vision glazing. Daylight glazing

glare can occur even with glazing that faces

timize daylight harvesting and reduce mainte-

typically includes anything above a 2 m datum

due north as the relative luminance of the sky

nance costs. Electrochromic glazing is one vari-

[though it can be higher depending on the

on overcast days can be high enough to cre-

ety of what is commonly called ‘switchable glass.’

size and proportions of the room in question].

ate discomfort glare in working environments.

this technology uses a small amount of volt-

passive shading solutions are the lowest

in urban environments it is also possible to

age to darken the glass such that it can go from

maintenance option for controlling the poten-

have discomfort glare occur from reflections

a visible light transmittance [vlt] of around

tial for visual discomfort. A good example of a

from surrounding buildings in any orientation.

60% to a vlt of as little as 3%. in addition to low-

ExtERioR sUNshADEs sEpARAtE visioN glAziNg FRoM
DAYlight glAziNg to Assist iN DAYlight hARvEstiNg
AND glARE coNtRol. [iMAgE coURtEsY oF Bp+W]
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